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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW:   TEAM THAILAND 
    THONGCHAI JAIDEE & KIRADECH APHIBARNRAT 
24 November 2016  
 

 

Q.  1 over par, I think that's a good score in the foursomes format.  

 

THONGCHAI JAIDEE:  Yeah, it's actually we play well today, but only a bad hole (inaudible) 

not performing for me, I driving very bad today.  Putting very well, I keep my score, good 

comeback on even par, bogey the last hole.  This format is very tough.  The wind direction is 

tough today.  You have to have the keep the ball in play.  We had a lot of mistake today, we 

had a lot of up and downs.  We enjoyed playing.  We are three more round to go and 

hopefully we play well tomorrow.  Tomorrow going to be another thing tomorrow, a 

challenge. 

 

Q.  Kiradech, did you feel like you guys got the most out of this round?   

 

KIRADECH APHIBARNRAT:  Not really.  I mean, the condition was quite tough today, the 

wind quite strong and the format, it's not easy to make a lot of birdies.  I don't play in top 

form, in my A forms, and TJ didn't hit the driver well today.  But the way the top player 

performs, he doesn't hit driver well but he take a lot of good chipping around the greens, so 

the world-class player perform how to recover around a golf course. 

 

Q.  TJ, a different format tomorrow.  Does that make you free up your game a little bit 

better?   

 

THONGCHAI JAIDEE:  I think so, yeah, that's a key tomorrow.  You have to play well 

tomorrow.  We have to make a lot of birdie tomorrow.  That's any way the game plan also.  

You have to be hit a lot of fairway, hit a lot of green, that way give the other (inaudible.)  

Yeah, tomorrow we hopefully we play well tomorrow, look forward to tomorrow.  1 over par 

today, not bad.  We look forward to see tomorrow and we done today.  We do a little bit thing 

like chipping, putting a little bit for make the game back and driver and tomorrow going to be 

another day. 

 

Q.  Kiradech, you must be looking forward to four-ball?   

 

KIRADECH APHIBARNRAT:  Yeah, of course.  I mean with (inaudible) playing good today, 

one of us doesn't have an A-game but not a bad day.  We finished like 1 over and 3 behind 

and still a lot of chance.  If I got my A-game back tomorrow, it will be good fun. 

 

Q.  What do you need to work on the range later?   

 

KIRADECH APHIBARNRAT:  Well, I just try to keep the ball under the wind, the key for this 
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golf course.  Doesn't make any mistake because we've got a great team anyway.  Doesn't 

play well but we got cover each other well so that's the way to start the foursome format and 

look forward to play our single balls, four-ball tomorrow. 
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